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Predictions

Suppose you start with the equation:

Y = β0 + β1X1 + ....+ βkXk + u

• You may wish to predict Y for various individuals which are not in the
sample.

• To solve for the prediction:
• Plug the values of X1 = c1 through Xk = ck into the equation.
• Produce the prediction θ̂

θ = β0 + β1c1 + β2c2 + ...βkck

• How precise is the prediction?
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Predictions

Make the intercept into your prediction by solving for β0 and insert into
the population function

Y = θ − β1c1 − ...− βkck + β1X1 + ...βkXk + u

Simplify:
Y = θ + β1(X1 − c1) + ...+ βk(Xk − cx)

The intercept term will now give you the prediction and the standard error
its precision.
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Example

Predict earnings for a person with

• 10 years of education

• 2 years of experience

• 1 year of tenure

θ = +β1 ∗ 10 + β2 ∗ 2 + β3 ∗ 1
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Example

Manually computing prediction:

. reg wage educ exper  tenure

      Source        SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      526
           F(  3,   522) =    76.87

       Model    2194.1116     3  731.370532           Prob > F      =  0.0000
    Residual   4966.30269   522  9.51398984           R-squared     =  0.3064

           Adj R-squared =  0.3024
       Total   7160.41429   525  13.6388844           Root MSE      =  3.0845

        wage       Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

        educ    .5989651   .0512835    11.68   0.000     .4982176    .6997126
       exper    .0223395   .0120568     1.85   0.064    -.0013464    .0460254
      tenure    .1692687   .0216446     7.82   0.000     .1267474    .2117899
       _cons   -2.872735   .7289643    -3.94   0.000    -4.304799   -1.440671

θ = −2.87 + 0.60 ∗ 10 + 0.02 ∗ 2 + 0.17 = 3.34
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Example

Estimate:

wage = θ + β1(educ − 10) + β2(exper − 2) + β3(tenure − 1) + u

. gen educ_10=educ-10

. gen experience_2=exper-2

. gen tenure_1=tenure-1

. reg wage educ_10 experience_2 tenure_1

      Source        SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      526
           F(  3,   522) =    76.87

       Model    2194.1116     3  731.370532           Prob > F      =  0.0000
    Residual   4966.30269   522  9.51398984           R-squared     =  0.3064

           Adj R-squared =  0.3024
       Total   7160.41429   525  13.6388844           Root MSE      =  3.0845

        wage       Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

     educ_10    .5989651   .0512835    11.68   0.000     .4982176    .6997126
experience_2    .0223395   .0120568     1.85   0.064    -.0013464    .0460254
    tenure_1    .1692687   .0216446     7.82   0.000     .1267474    .2117899
       _cons    3.330864   .2684019    12.41   0.000     2.803583    3.858144
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Confidence intervals
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Confidence intervals

• The estimate and the prediction is only the best single guess.

• A confidence interval gives a range of likely values with a certain
degree of probability.
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Confidence intervals

• In hypothesis testing we start with a given hypothesis and consider
whether an estimate derived from a sample would or would not lead
to its rejection.

• We end up with a range of estimates at which we cannot reject the
null hypothesis.

• Confidence intervals do the exact opposite.

• Given a sample estimate we will find the set of hypothesis that would
not be contradicted by it.
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Confidence interval

Confidence interval

An interval (or set) that contains the true value of a population parameter
with a pre-specified probability when computed over repeated samples.

Confidence level

The prespecified probability that a confidence interval (or set) contains the
true value of the parameter.
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Confidence interval

Two equivalent definitions of confidence interval:

• A 95% CI is the set of values that cannot be rejected using a
two-sided hypothesis test with a 5% significance level.

• When repeated across a series of hypothetical data sets (samples)
confidence intervals yield intervals that contain the true parameter
value in 95% of the cases.
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Confidence interval

• Suppose that someone came up with the hypothesis H0 : β1 = β1,0

• To test the hypothesis we can either make an hypothesis test or
create a confidence interval.

• The confidence interval is useful as it gives you the range of β1,0 that
cannot be rejected.

• To draw the confidence interval we find the highest and lowest
hypothetical value that do not contradict the sample estimate.
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Confidence interval

Consider the following probability density function of β̂1 conditional on the
null hypothesis β1 = βmax

1 being true:

 
�̂�1                𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑥        𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 1.96𝑠𝑑 

β̂1 lies on the edge of the left 2.5% tail, thus if the hypothetical value of
β1 were any higher we would reject the null.
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Confidence interval

 
      𝛽𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 1.96𝑠𝑑        𝛽𝑚𝑖𝑛           �̂�1             𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑥

               𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 1.96𝑠𝑑 

95% confidence interval:

β̂1 − 1.96sd ≤ β1 ≤ β̂1 + 1.96sd
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Confidence interval of β̂1

When the standard deviation is unknown the t-distribution is used to
locate the max and the min.

• Recall that we cannot reject the null of a two sided test if:∣∣∣∣∣ β̂j − βjse(β̂j)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ tc

• This is satisfied if:

β̂j − βj
se(β̂j)

≤ tc and −

(
β̂j − βj
se(β̂j)

)
≤ tc

• Manipulating those we get:

β̂j − tcse(β̂j) < βj

βj < β̂j − tcse(β̂j)
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Confidence interval

• Combining the two results we get a ”confidence interval” for βj . The
range that cannot be rejected using a two-sided t-test.

β̂j − tcse(β̂j) ≤ βj ≤ β̂j − tcse(β̂j)

• If tc is calculated at 95% confidence with a large n:

β̂1 ± 1.96SE (β̂1)
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Example

ˆmath10 = 8.28
(3.22)

+ 0.498salary
(0.10)

Confidence interval for βsalary

0.498− 1.96 ∗ 0.10 = 0.302

0.498 + 1.96 ∗ 0.10 = 0.694
  Thursday January 29 18:11:48 2015   Page 1

                                                    ___  ____  ____  ____  ____(R)
                                                   /__    /   ____/   /   ____/   
                                                  ___/   /   /___/   /   /___/    
                                                    Statistics/Data Analysis      

1 . reg math10 sal

      Source        SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      408
           F(  1,   406) =    24.62

       Model   2562.57022     1  2562.57022           Prob > F      =  0.0000
    Residual   42254.6103   406  104.075395           R-squared     =  0.0572

           Adj R-squared =  0.0549
       Total   44817.1805   407  110.115923           Root MSE      =  10.202

      math10       Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

         sal    .4980309   .1003674     4.96   0.000     .3007264    .6953355
       _cons    8.282175   3.228869     2.57   0.011     1.934787    14.62956
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Illustration CI intervals
Simulated confidence intervals for 50 samples each with a mean of 50 and
standard deviation of 10.
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Confidence interval change in X

• The standard confidence interval gives you the confidence interval for
the predicted change of a one unit increase in X.

• But we can construct a confidence interval for the predicted effect of
any change in X.

• The 95% confidence interval for β1∆X

[(β̂1 − 1.96se(β̂1))∆X , (β̂1 + 1.96se(β̂1))∆X ]
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Confidence intervals in MLRM

The confidence interval for a single coefficient in MLRM is computed in
the same manner as in SLRM:

Confidence interval for βj

[β̂j − tc ∗ SE (β̂j), β̂j + tc ∗ SE (β̂j)]

where tc is the critical value for the given confidence level.

In the MLRM model it may also desirable to make confidence set for more
than one parameter.
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Confidence sets for multiple coefficients

• A 95% confidence set for two or more coefficients is a set that
contains the true values of these coefficients in 95% of randomly
drawn samples.

• Thus a confidence set is the generalization to two or more coefficients
of a confidence interval for a single coefficient.

• The 95% confidence set contains the set of values not rejected at the
5% significance level.

• Thus a confidence set gives the same conclusion as a joint
significance test.
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Hypothesis testing of multiple parameters
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Hypothesis testing

H0 : βj = βj ,0 vs. H1 : βj 6= βj ,0

• In the case of testing a single coefficient we use the standard error to
compute the t-statistic.

• But what if we have an hypothesis about two coefficients

H0 : βj = βj ,0 & βk = βk,0 vs. H1 : βj 6= βj ,0 & βk 6= βk,0

Two common questions:

• There is a relationship between two coefficients Ex: H0 : β1 = β2 = θ.

• a set of independent variables have a particular value. Ex:
H0 : β1 = 0 & β2 = 1

• A set of independent variables all equal zero. Ex: H0 : β1 = β2 = 0
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Linear combinations of parameters

Sometimes economic theory suggests relationships between coefficients.
Suppose that we estimate:

wage = β0 + β1JC + β2Univ

• JC is years at junior college

• Univ is years at university

A potential hypothesis is that the return to one year of junior college is the
same as one year of university. Thus H0 : β1 = β2 which is
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Linear combination of parameters

• We recognize that H0 : β1 = β2 is the same as: H0 : β1 − β2 = θ = 0

• We thus have H0 : θ = 0 vs H1 : θ 6= 0

• Thus we can compute the t-statistic:

t =
β̂1 − β̂2

se(β1 − β2)

t =
θ̂

se(θ̂)
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Linear combination of parameters

We can test any linear combination of parameters.

H0 : αβ1 + γβ2 = θ1,0

• With the following t-statistic

t =
αβ̂1 + γβ̂2 − θ1,0
se(αβ̂1 + γβ̂2)

• Or simply define αβ1 + γβ2 = θ1:

t =
θ̂1 − θ1,0
se(θ̂)
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Linear combinations of parameters

Suppose that we estimated:

ˆwage = 1.472
(0.021)

+ 0.0667JC
(0.0068)

+ 0.0769Univ
(0.0023)

β̂1 < β̂2 and t = 0.0677−0.0769
se(θ̂)

.
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Linear combinations of parameters

• The test statistic of θ requires the standard error.

• The standard error of linear combinations is not reported in a
standard regression.
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Standard error of linear combination

• The standard error of θ̂ is given by the square root of the variance:

SE (β̂1 + β̂2) =

√
Var(β̂1 + β̂2)

• The variance is given by:

Var(θ̂) = Var(β̂1) + Var(β̂2) + 2Cov(β̂1, β̂2)

The estimator of the standard error is thus given by:

SE (β̂1 + β̂2) =

√
[se(β̂1)]2 + [se(β̂2)]2 + 2s12
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Standard error

• The sample covariance (s12) of the parameters is not given in a
standard regression.

• To get the standard error of a linear combination you either need:
• To rewrite the model so that the standard error of θ̂ is given in a

standard regression.
• A statistical software that computes the sample covariance between the

parameters
• A statistical software that allows direct testing of linear combinations.
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Rewriting model

• As with predictions we can rewrite the model to get θ to be a
parameter in our regression.

• If we believe that β1 = β2 then θ = β1 − β2:

• The initial model is:

Y = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + u

• But it can be rewritten to:

Y = β0 + θ1X1 + β2(X2 − X1) + u
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Example rewriting model

The model:
wage = β0 + β1jc + β2univ + β3exp + u

The null hypothesis can be used to specify a new parameter:

H0 : β1 − β2 = θ1 thus β1 = θ1 + β2

And inserting this into the original model you can write:

wage = β0 + (θ1 + β2)jc + β2univ + β3exp + u

= β0 + θ1jc + β2(jc + univ) + β3exp + u

= β0 + θ1jc + β2totcoll + β3exp + u

(1)

Thus the parameter of interest is now the coefficient of jc, thus by
creating a variable jc+college and running the regression we directly
obtain the standard error of θ1.
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Example rewriting model

  Monday February 16 13:26:27 2015   Page 1

                                                    ___  ____  ____  ____  ____(R)
                                                   /__    /   ____/   /   ____/   
                                                  ___/   /   /___/   /   /___/    
                                                    Statistics/Data Analysis      

1 . reg wage jc univ exper

      Source        SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     6763
           F(  3,  6759) =   459.11

       Model   32213.1516     3  10737.7172           Prob > F      =  0.0000
    Residual   158080.038  6759  23.3880808           R-squared     =  0.1693

           Adj R-squared =  0.1689
       Total    190293.19  6762  28.1415543           Root MSE      =  4.8361

        wage       Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

          jc    .6078403   .0767774     7.92   0.000     .4573325    .7583481
        univ    .7969221   .0259575    30.70   0.000     .7460373    .8478069
       exper    .0415971   .0017705    23.49   0.000     .0381263    .0450678
       _cons    3.802714    .236784    16.06   0.000     3.338543    4.266885

2 . reg wage jc totcoll exper

      Source        SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     6763
           F(  3,  6759) =   459.11

       Model   32213.1516     3  10737.7172           Prob > F      =  0.0000
    Residual   158080.038  6759  23.3880808           R-squared     =  0.1693

           Adj R-squared =  0.1689
       Total    190293.19  6762  28.1415543           Root MSE      =  4.8361

        wage       Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

          jc   -.1890818   .0779816    -2.42   0.015    -.3419503   -.0362132
     totcoll    .7969221   .0259575    30.70   0.000     .7460373    .8478069
       exper    .0415971   .0017705    23.49   0.000     .0381263    .0450678
       _cons    3.802714    .236784    16.06   0.000     3.338543    4.266885

Can we reject the null hypothesis?
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Command in Stata
Using the statistical software to do direct testing:

  Monday February 16 13:34:41 2015   Page 1

                                                    ___  ____  ____  ____  ____(R)
                                                   /__    /   ____/   /   ____/   
                                                  ___/   /   /___/   /   /___/    
                                                    Statistics/Data Analysis      

1 . reg wage jc univ exper

      Source        SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     6763
           F(  3,  6759) =   459.11

       Model   32213.1516     3  10737.7172           Prob > F      =  0.0000
    Residual   158080.038  6759  23.3880808           R-squared     =  0.1693

           Adj R-squared =  0.1689
       Total    190293.19  6762  28.1415543           Root MSE      =  4.8361

        wage       Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

          jc    .6078403   .0767774     7.92   0.000     .4573325    .7583481
        univ    .7969221   .0259575    30.70   0.000     .7460373    .8478069
       exper    .0415971   .0017705    23.49   0.000     .0381263    .0450678
       _cons    3.802714    .236784    16.06   0.000     3.338543    4.266885

2 . lincom jc-univ

 ( 1)  jc - univ = 0

        wage       Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

         (1)   -.1890818   .0779816    -2.42   0.015    -.3419503   -.0362132
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Do it yourself

Regression equation:

wage = β0 + β1educ + β2exper + β3tenure + u

• Derive an equation that allows a test of the hypothesis that the
return to education and experience is the same.

• Write - bcuse wage1 - to use the wage data set in Stata to test the
hypothesis.
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Confidence sets

Confidence set

A (1− α)% confidence set for two or more coefficients is a set that
contains the true population values of these coefficients in (1− α)% of
randomly drawn samples.

• For the confidence interval it is the value of the coefficient that are
not rejected using a t-statistic at the α% significance level.

• For confidence sets it is the values of the coefficients that cannot be
rejected using the relevant statistic at the 5% significance level.

H0 : β1 = β1,0 & β2 = β2,0
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Confidence sets for multiple coefficients

When there are two coefficients the resulting confidence sets are ellipses.
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Testing multiple restrictions

• The confidence set requires knowledge about testing multiple linear
restrictions.

• We must be able to test an hypothesis about more than one
parameter (or a linear combination of parameters).

• A joint hypothesis test is a test that imposes two or more restrictions
on the regression coefficients.

• A common test is that a set of coefficients all equal zero.
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Example joint hypothesis

If the regression model is:

price = β0 + β1assess + β2lotsize + β3sqrft + β4bdrms + u

• where assess is the assessed housing value before the house was sold,
a null hypothesis may be that none of the other included variables
affect price once assess is accounted for.

• Thus means that the hypothesis can be written as:
H0 : β2 = β3 = β4 = 0,
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Joint hypotheses
For a model:

Y = β0 + β1X1 + ..βjXj + βmXm + ...βkXk + u

• The joint hypothesis may be that:

H0 : βj = βj ,0 and βm = βm,0 and ...

• With the alternative hypothesis:

H1 : One or more of the restrictions under H0 does not hold.

• If the null hypothesis concerns the value of two coefficients we say
that the null hypothesis imposes two restrictions on the multiple
regression model.

• We denote the number of restrictions q.

• If any one of the equalities under the null hypothesis is false the joint
null hypothesis itself is false.
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Exclusion hypothesis

• A common joint hypothesis test is that a set of q variables all equal
to zero.

• For example if we test the null hypothesis that the coefficients of xj
and xk both equal to zero we test:

H0 : βj = βk = 0 vs. H1 : βj 6= 0 and/or βk 6= 0.

• If the null is not rejected we say that xj and xk are jointly insignificant
which often justifies dropping them from the equation.

• If the null is rejected we say that the variables are jointly statistically
significant at the given significance level.

• A joint hypothesis test does not give information about which of the
variables has a partial effect on Y if the null is rejected.
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Testing of joint hypotheses

• The F-test is the preferred method for testing joint hypotheses.

• The F-test requires that you run two regressions:
• One regression on the unrestricted model.
• One regression on the restricted model.

• The unrestricted model is the full (original) model.

• The restricted model is the model in which you have imposed the
restrictions of the null hypothesis.
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The restricted model for exclusion restrictions

If the null hypothesis is that some of the coefficients all equal zero then:

• The restricted model is the model without the variables we
hypothesize is zero.

• The restricted model thus have fewer parameters than the
unrestricted model.

• Example unrestricted

price = β0 + β1assess + β2lotsize + β3sqrft + β4bdrms + u

• H0 : β2 = β3 = β4 = 0 gives restricted model:

price = β0 + β1assess + u

• We have excluded q=3 variables.
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The restricted model for general linear restrictions

• Testing exclusion restrictions is by far the most important application
of joint hypothesis testing.

• However, the test can be conducted even if economic theory imply a
more complicated relationship than simply excluding some variables.

• Example: If we add the hypothesis that β1 = 1 to the other variables
being irrelevant to the previous example.

• The restricted model will then be:

Price = β0 + assess + u

To impose the restriction that the coefficient on x is unity we must
estimate:

price − assess = β0 + u

which is just a model with an intercept, but with a different dependent
variable than the unrestricted model.
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The F-statistic

F ≡ (SSRR − SSRUR)/q

SSRUR/(n − k − 1)

• SSRR is the SSR for the restricted model.

• SSRUR is the SSR for the unrestricted model.

• q is the number of restrictions

• n − k − 1 is the degrees of freedom in the unrestricted model.

• k is the number of independent variables in the unrestricted model.
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The F-statistic

Intuition:

F =
Average loss in explanatory power under H0

Average unexplained variation under HA

• The F-statistic measures the relative increase in the SSR when
moving from the unrestricted to the restricted model.

• If F is high we lose a lot of explanatory power by our restrictions.

• The F-statistic is used for testing whether the increase in SSR from
the unrestricted model to the restricted model is large enough to
warrant the rejection of the null hypothesis.
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The critical value of F-statistics

• Under the null hypothesis, and assuming that the OLS assumptions
hold, the F-statistic is distributed as an F random variable with
(q,n-k-1) degrees of freedom.

• This is written as F ∼ Fq,n−k−1

• In large samples the F statistic is distributed Fq,∞
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The F-test

• As with the t-statistic we will reject the null hypothesis when F is
sufficiently large.

• Choose a desired significance level
• Find the critical value in the F-table associated with that significance

level.
• If F > F c reject the null.

• Note:
• The variables can be jointly significant even if all the included variables

are individually insignificant.
• The variables can be jointly insignificant even when one (or more) of

the variables are individually significant.
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The F-distribution table
When the denominator degrees of freedom is large:
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The F-distribution table

For a 5% significance level:
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